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POLARISED DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING:
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and
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Spin properties of the nucleon are discussed based on the ongoing and planned
measurements. Roˆle, method and features of radiative corrections applied in the
analyses are presented. Future prospects of the spin physics are reviewed.
1. Introduction
Interest in spin phenomena in deep inelastic scattering revived in the
eighties after the European Muon Collaboration, EMC, discovered [1]
that the quark contribution to the proton spin is substantially smaller
than expected. The problem of origin of the proton spin has then
led to an intense experimental and theoretical activity. Experiments
of new generation were set up, in which a (deep) inelastic scattering
of polarised charged leptons off polarised proton and deuteron tar-
get was precisely studied. The experiments delivered very accurate
and compatible data, confirming the original result of the EMC and
permitting precise QCD analyses and tests of fundamental sum rules.
The region of low x turned out to be of particular interest, in analogy
to the unpolarised deep inelastic scattering.
In spite of all this progress and effort the main question, that about
the origin of the proton spin has not yet been answered conclusively.
Old questions have been replaced by new ones and new goals are
being set. In this article we review the experimental results on spin
structure functions and derived quantities and their interpretations. In
accordance with the topic of this conference we discuss in more detail
a method of applying the radiative corrections in the data analysis.
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2. Formalism
The deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering cross section is a sum
of a spin independent term σ and a term proportional to the lepton
helicity, hl = ±1:
σ = σ − 1
2
hl∆σ. (1)
(symbols denote double diferential cross sections). In the one photon–
exchange approximation, the differential electroproduction spin-avera-
ged cross section, σ, is related to the structure function F2(x,Q
2)
and the ratio R(x,Q2) of the cross sections for the longitudinally and
transversally polarised virtual photons by
d2σ(x,Q2)
dQ2dx
=
=
4piα2
Q4x
{
1− y − Mxy
2E
+
(
1− 2m
2
Q2
)
y2(1 + 4M2x2/Q2)
2[1 +R(x,Q2)]
}
F2(x,Q
2)
(2)
where M and m are masses of the proton and electron (muon) re-
spectively, E and ν are the incident lepton energy and the energy
transfer in the target rest frame, y = ν/E, x = Q2/(2Mν) and α is
the electromagnetic coupling constant. Information on the function
R(x,Q2), which has so far been measured only in fixed-target exper-
iments, is scarce. On the contrary, F2(x,Q
2) is known precisely in a
wide kinematic range, see e.g. [2].
In the spin dependent part of Eq.(1), only longitudinally polarised
leptons will be considered. Cross section ∆σ gives only a small contri-
bution to the total deep inelastic cross section and in the one photon–
exchange approximation it depends on the two structure functions
g1(x,Q
2) and g2(x,Q
2) as follows:
∆σ = cosψ∆σ‖ + sinψ cosφ∆σ⊥, (3)
where
d2∆σ‖
dxdQ2
=
16piα2y
Q4
[
(1− y
2
− γ
2y2
4
)g1(x,Q
2)− γ
2y
2
g2(x,Q
2)
]
,
2
d3∆σT
dxdQ2dφ
= − cos φ 8α
2y
Q4
γ
√
1− y − γ
2y2
4
[
y
2
g1(x,Q
2) + g2(x,Q
2)
]
.
(4)
In the above, ψ denotes the angle between the lepton and the nucleon
spin and φ the angle between the scattering plane and the spin plane;
furthermore ∆σ⊥ = ∆σT / cosφ and γ = 2Mx/
√
Q2 is a kinematical
factor, small within the acceptance of high energy experiments.
The following two cross section asymmetries are usually measured
in the experiments:
A‖ =
∆σ‖
2σ
and A⊥ =
∆σ⊥
2σ
. (5)
These asymmetries are expressed in terms of asymmetries A1 and A2,
often interpreted as virtual photon–nucleon asymmetries:
A‖ = D(A1 + ηA2), A⊥ = d(A2 − ξA1), (6)
where
A1 =
g1 − γ2g2
F1
, A2 = γ
g1 + g2
F1
. (7)
D and d, often called the depolarisation factors of the virtual photon,
depend on y and on R; factors η and ξ depend only on kinematic
variables and are small in the kinematic regions covered by the present
experiments. The bounds |A1| ≤ 1, |A2| ≤
√
R are satisfied. From
the above formulae:
g1 ≈ A1F1 ≈ A‖
D
F2
2x(1 +R)
(8)
Within the QPM, the spin dependent structure function g1 is given
by
g1(x) =
1
2
nf∑
i=1
e2i [∆qi(x) + ∆q¯i(x)], (9)
with ∆qi(x) = q
+
i (x)− q−i (x), where q± are the distribution functions
of quarks with spin parallel (antiparallel) to the nucleon spin. Less
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obvious is the meaning of g2 which contains a leading twist part, com-
pletely determined by g1 and a higher twist part, the meaning of which
is subject to debate [3].
In QCD, g1 evolves according to Altarelli–Parisi equations, simi-
lar to the unpolarised ones. Corresponding coefficient- and splitting
functions have recently been calculated in the MS renormalisation
scheme, up to order α2S [4], permitting the next-to-leading order QCD
analysis of g1 and thus a determination of the polarised parton dis-
tributions, ∆qi(x,Q
2). The valence quark distributions ∆uv(x,Q
2)
and ∆dv(x,Q
2) can be determined with some accuracy from the data,
while the polarised sea quark and gluon distributions ∆q¯(x,Q2) and
∆g(x,Q2) are only loosely constrained by the structure function mea-
surements, see e.g. [5] for the comparison of the leading order distri-
butions.
Contrary to g1 and g2, definite theoretical predictions exist for the
first moment of g1, Γ1 =
∫ 1
0 g1(x) dx: the Bjorken and the Ellis–Jaffe
sum rules.
3. Sum rules
Several sum rules have been formulated for different combinations of
structure functions. Strict QCD predictions, valid for Q2 → ∞, ex-
ist for those involving only flavour nonsinglet contributions, e.g. the
Bjorken sum rule. Experimental measurements of such sum rules pro-
vide a stringent test of fundamental QCD assumptions. They also in
principle permit the extraction of the strong coupling constant, αS,
from the data. Due to the finite Q2 of the measurements, a predicted
value of a sum rule is usually presented in the form of a power series
in αS, the coefficients of which are directly calculated.
There is no strict QCD prediction for the sum rules containing the
flavour singlet contributions, e.g. the Ellis–Jaffe sum rules. The rea-
son is that singlet contributions contain an ‘intrinsic’ Q2 dependence
due to the anomalous dimension of the singlet axial vector current.
Testing them usually results in surprises which teach us a lot about
the shortcomings of the simple quark model.
In the experimental tests of the sum rules, a major source of sys-
tematic errors is a limited experimental acceptance in Q2 at each x
4
value. This usually means that a sum rule is measured at a certain
Q20, common to all points but at values of Q
2
0 which are not sufficiently
high to exclude a contribution from nonperturbative effects (‘higher
twists’). Higher twist effects in the Q2 dependence of Γ1 will not be
considered here. They are likely to be negligible, at least at Q2 >1
GeV2.
All the sum rules involve integrations of observables over the whole
0≤ x ≤1 interval. This means that due to the limited experimental
acceptance, extrapolations from xmin to 0 and from xmax to 1 have to
be performed. These extrapolations are another source of systematic
uncertainties in the sum rules’ tests. In particular, evaluation of Γ1
requires extrapolations of g1 to x equal 0 and 1. The latter is not
critical since g1 →0 at x→1 but the former is a considerable problem
since g1 is probably not constant as x decreses and thus its contribution
to Γ1 at low x may be sizable.
3.1 Low x behaviour of g1
The data suggest a difference in the small x behaviour of gp1 and
gn1 (cf. Section 5) and that indicates a sizable non-singlet contribu-
tion to g1 in that region. Expectations concerning the g1 behaviour
at small x, based on the QCD calculations are twofold: (1) resum-
mation of standard Altarelli–Parisi corrections gives, [6, 7]: g1(x) ∼
exp
[
A
√
ln(αs(Q
2
0)/αs(Q
2))ln(1/x)
]
for nonsinglet and singlet part of
g1; (2) resummation of leading powers of ln(1/x) gives: g
ns
1 (x) ∼
1/xωns , ωns ≃0.4, [8] and gs1(x) ∼ 1/xωs, ωn ≃ 3ωns >1, [9] where in-
dices ‘s’ and ‘ns’ refer to singlet- and non-singlet contributions to g1.
Inconsistent with the above is the Regge prediction, that gp1 + g
n
1 and
gp1 − gn1 behave like x−α, [10]. The lowest contributing Regge trajecto-
ries are those of the pseudovector mesons f1 (for the isosinglet combi-
nation, gp1+g
n
1 ) and a1 (for the isotriplet combination, g
p
1−gn1 ). Their
intercepts are negative and assumed to be equal: -0.5< α < 0. Finally
a flavour singlet contribution to g1(x) that varies as (2ln(1/x)-1) was
obtained from a model where an exchange of two nonperturbative glu-
ons is assumed, [11]. Even very divergent forms like g1(x) ∼ (xln2x)−1
have been considered, [12].
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Results on Γ1 thus depend on the assumptions made in the x→0
extrapolation. Both SMC and SLAC experiments assume the Regge
like behaviour of g1, g1 ∼ x−α, with α=0. A value of g1 is evaluated
as an average at the two lowest x data points and a resulting contri-
bution from the unmeasured region in (low) x to the Γ1 is estimated.
This contribution is then taken as a measure of the corresponding
contribution to the systematic error on Γ1.
3.2. The flavour nonsinglet (Bjorken) sum rule
This sum rule was obtained by Bjorken [13] from the current alge-
bra and isospin symmetry between the proton and the neutron:
Γp1 − Γn1 =
1
6
∣∣∣∣∣gAgV
∣∣∣∣∣ = 16(∆u−∆d) (10)
where gA and gV are the axial and vector weak coupling constants
in the neutron beta decay and ∆q denote first moments of the spin
dependent parton distributions in the proton, ∆q =
∫ 1
0 ∆qi(x)dx. This
sum rule has later been derived in the QCD and is one of the strict
predictions made by this theory. The QCD corrections to (10) have
been computed up to the order α3S [14] and the O(α4S) have been
estimated [15].
3.3. The flavour singlet (Ellis–Jaffe) sum rules
Separate sum rules, obtained by Ellis and Jaffe [16], hold for the
proton and the neutron:
Γ
p(n)
1 = ±
1
12
∣∣∣∣∣gAgV
∣∣∣∣∣+ 136a8 +
1
9
∆Σ (11)
Here ∆Σ = ∆u + ∆d + ∆s is the flavour singlet axial coupling,
a8 = 3F − D and |gA/gV | = F + D are related to the symmetric
and antisymmetric weak flavour-SU(3) couplings (F and D) in the
baryon octet and ∆q were defined in Sec. 3.2. If the flavour-SU(3)
is exact then a8 can be predicted from measurements of hyperon da-
cays. There is however no prediction for ∆Σ, except when ∆s=0.
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In this case ∆Σ = a8 ∼ 0.6, as was assumed in the original formu-
lation by Ellis and Jaffe [16]. QCD corrections to these sum rules
have been calculated up to the order α2S [17] and the O(α3S) have been
estimated [18]. Due to the axial anomaly of the singlet axial vector
current, ∆Σ is intrinsically Q2–dependent. Depending on the factor-
ization scheme applied [19] this results either in a scale–dependence of
the sea quark polarization or in an extra contribution to the Ellis–Jaffe
sum rule, involving ∆g =
∫ 1
0 [g
+(x)−g−(x)] dx, the gluonic equivalent
of the quark distribution moments. Both formulations are equivalent.
4. Experiments and elements of data analysis
Until recently the experimental knowledge on the spin structure
functions came entirely from conventional fixed-target setups: EMC
and Spin Muon Collaboration, SMC, at CERN and experiments at
SLAC. Now it is being complemented by the results from the uncon-
ventional though par excellance fixed-target, HERMES experiment, at
the HERA e−p collider. Experiments wih polarised beams at colliders
are also planned.
The fixed-target electron (muon) scattering experiments are in-
clusive, i.e. information on the kinematic variables comes only from
measurements of the incident and scattered leptons. Hadrons resulting
from the target breakup are also measured, however their identifica-
tion until now was incomplete.
New generation polarised deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experi-
ments are listed in Table 1 and their kinematic coverage is shown in
Fig.1.
In DIS experiments the low x region is correlated with low values
of Q2 and the range of Q2 covered at low x is very limited. The lowest
values of x were reached by the SMC at CERN by applying special
experimental techniques permitting measurements of muon scattering
angles as low as 1 mrad. These ‘small x triggers’ and special off-line
selection methods were also effective against the background of muons
scattered elastically from target atomic electrons which produce a peak
at x =0.000545.
Charged lepton DIS experiments benefit from high rates and low
(unfortunately complicated) systematic biases. They however have
7
Table 1. New generation experiments on polarised deep inelastic charged lepton
– nucleon scattering. The last column shows references to the principal physics
results obtained until now, (from [20], updated).
Experiment Beam Year Beam energy (GeV) Target References
SMC µ+ 1992–5 100,190 C4D9OD [21–23]
1993 190 C4H9OH [24–26]
1996 190 NH3
E142 e− 1992 19.4 –25.5 3He [27, 28]
E143 e− 1993 29.1 NH3, ND3 [29–31]
E154 e− 1995 50 3He [32]
E155 e− 1996 50 NH3, ND3
HERMES e− 1995– 30–35 H, D, 3He [33]
to deal with a strong Q2 dependence of the cross section (photon
propagator effects) and with large contribution of radiative processes.
Electron and muon measurements are complementary: the former of-
fers very high beam intensities and thus statistics but its kinematic
acceptance is limited to low values of Q2 and moderate values of x, the
latter extends to higher Q2 and down to low values of x (an important
aspect in the study of sum rules) but due to limited muon intensities
the data taking time has to be long to ensure a satisfactory statistics.
The SMC experiment at CERN uses a naturally polarised muon
beam (∼80 % polarisation) and a double-cell, cryogenic, solid state
target. The beam polarisation at the SMC has been measured with a
purpose-built polarimeter, using two independent methods: polarised
µe scattering and an analysis of the energy spectrum of electrons com-
ing from the muon decay. Average polarisation of the target was
about 86% and 50% for the butanol (proton) and deuterated butanol
(deuteron) respectively. Experiments E142 – E155 at SLAC use an
electron beam (polarisation about 86%; E142 - 40%) and liquid (solid)
cryogenic targets (polarisation reached 80% for the proton and 25% for
the deuteron one in E143; for the 3He gas target: ∼30%). The HER-
MES experiment at DESY uses a self-polarised (in ∼50%) electron
beam from the HERA collider and internal gas targets (polarisation
8
SMC(93,94,95,96)
SMC(92)
E143
E142
Figure 1. Kinematic range of measurements by certain polarised DIS experiments.
Two areas for SMC refer to runs with 100 (1992) and 190 (1993–1996) GeV inci-
dent muon energy. For each of the two SLAC experiments, E142 and E143, two
areas correspond to two spectrometer arms. The SMC has recently extended their
analysis to x ∼10−5 and Q2 values substantially lower than 1 GeV2. Acceptance
of HERMES slightely extends that of SLAC experiments. Figure taken from [34].
∼50% for 3He). Frequent exchange of target- (SMC, HERMES) and
beam (SLAC) polarisations permitted to greatly reduce systematic er-
rors on cross section asymmetries. The scattered muon spectrometers
in the SMC and SLAC experiments have been used (with little change)
in DIS experiments preceeding the polarised programme, contrary to
the HERMES, purpose-built apparatus.
The cross section asymmetry measured in the polarised lepton –
polarised nucleon experiments, Aexp, is related to the asymmetries
defined in eq.(5) by
Aexp = fPtPbA (12)
9
where Pt, Pb denote the target and beam polarisations and f , the
target dilution factor, accounts for the fact that only a fraction of
nucleons is polarised. Dilution factors are about 0.10-0.2 in the SMC
and SLAC and 1 at HERMES proton target (0.3 for the 3He target).
Radiative corrections in the data analysis
The structure functions, polarised as well as unpolarised were de-
fined for the one-photon exchange reaction, cf. equations (2),(4).
Higher order QED corrections, which we have ignored so far, have thus
to be applied to the measured asymmetries, (12), to convert them to
the single-photon asymmetries. These ‘radiative corrections’ have to
be applied in two places: in the evaluation of the dilution factor and
in the asymmetry, [35]. Below we give a short account of the method
used by the SMC; methods used by HERMES and SLAC are similar.
Figure 2. (a) Average radiative correction term (δA1)
rc for the proton and
deuteron target as a function of x. (b) Same term for the deuteron target. A
band around points shows a variation of the correction with Q2 (or y) in each bin
of x. Figure taken from [34].
Understanding of the radiative corrections procedure will be facil-
iated by introducing in this section an extended notation. The mea-
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sured observables will acquire superscripts ‘t’ (‘total‘, i.e. comprising
all radiative processes) and one-gamma exchange functions – super-
scripts ‘1γ’. In this way, a cross section measured in a polarised exper-
iment is related in the following way to the one-gamma cross section:
σt = vσ1γ + σtail. Analogous relation holds for spin-independent cross
section: σt = vσ1γ + σtail. Here v which mostly accounts for vacuum
polarization, was found to be close to unity and thus subsequently put
equal to 1; σtail (σtail) are contributions from the elastic, quasi-elastic
and inelastic lepton–nucleon and lepton–nucleus scattering. A direct
consequence of the above equations is the following relation between
a measured- and one-photon exchange asymmetries:
At1 = ρ[A
1γ
1 + (δA1)
rc]. (13)
The factor ρ = vσ1γ/σt in the above equation was eveluated using
the program TERAD [36] and its value differed from unity at most
by 2%. The additive term (δA1)
rc = (δA‖/D)
rc = (∆σ)tail/2Dvσ
1γ ,
was evaluated using the program POLRAD [37,38]. The factor ρ has
been incorporated in the evaluation of the dilution factor, see below.
Magnitude of the additive correction (δA1)
rc is displayed in Fig.2.
The additive correction was evaluated for both At‖ and A
t
⊥. The
asymmetry Ap1(x) required for these calculations in POLRAD is taken
from Refs. [1, 25, 29]. In the longitudinal case the contribution from
Ap2 is neglected. The uncertainty of (δA1)
rc is estimated by varying
the input values of Ap1 within the errors. The radiative corrections
to the transverse asymmetry At⊥ were evaluated assuming that g2 =
gWW2 [39]. The corrections are much smaller than the statistical error
of A⊥ and therefore the additive correction has been neglected.
In addition to butanol (or deuterated butanol), the target cells
contain other chemical elements. Thus the dilution factor f can be
expressed in terms of the number nA of nuclei with mass number A
and the corresponding spin-averaged cross sections σA per nucleon,
which include higher order QED effects, for all the elements involved:
f =
nH · σtH∑
A nA · σtA
. (14)
The one-photon exchange cross-section ratios σ1γA /σ
1γ
H for D, He, C and
Ca required for the calculation of f are obtained from the structure
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function ratios F d2 /F
p
2 [40] and F
A
2 /F
d
2 [41]. The cross section ra-
tios σ1γA /σ
1γ
H are converted to σ
t
A/σ
t
H using TERAD. For unmeasured
nuclei the cross section ratios are obtained in the same way from a
parameterization of FA2 (x)/F
d
2 (x) as a function of A, [42].
For the actual evaluation of asymmetries (5) employing (12) we
use an effective dilution factor f ′
f ′ = ρf, (15)
which accounts for the multiplicative part of the radiative correction
to the asymmetry by including ρ as part of an event weight.
The dilution factors f and f ′ for the proton target are shown as
a solid and broken lines in Fig. 3 and are compared to the ‘naive’
expectation for a mixture of 62% butanol, (CH3(CH2)3OH), and 38%
helium by volume, i.e., f ≃ 0.123. The rise of f at x > 0.3 is due to
the strong decrease with x of the ratio F d2 /F
p
2 , whereas the drop in
the low x-range is due to the dilution by radiative events.
Naive expectation
D
ilu
tio
n 
fa
ct
or
0.16
0.12
0.08
0.04
0
10 -3
x
10 - 2 10 - 1 1
f '
f
Figure 3. The dilution factor f as a function of x for the SMC proton target (solid
line). The dashed line shows an effective dilution factor, f ′. The horizontal dashed
line shows the naive expectation. Figure taken from [24].
Radiative events populate heavily the lowest x bins of the observ-
ables in the SMC kinematic range. These events are corrected for only
on the level of the asymmetry determination. However they consti-
tute a background and thus should be removed from the sample before
the statistical accuracy of measurements is determined. The way the
SMC applied radiative corrections in their previous analyses resulted
in retainig these events for the statistical error determination and, as
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a consequence, in the underestimation of statistical errors on asym-
metries, especially at low x. The new procedure, described above,
guarantees a proper calculation of the statistical error in the asymme-
try, in contrast to the previous SMC analyses [21,22,25,26] where the
formula At1 = A
1γ
1 + (δA1)
rc
old was used instead of Eq.(13). The new
procedure resulted in an increase in the A1 statistical error by a factor
of 1/ρ which reaches 1.4 at smallest x. It will be introduced in the
forthcoming SMC publications, [23, 24]. If should be mentioned that
measured values of the asymmetries remain (practically) unaffected
by the change in the method. Details of the old and new procedures
are given in [35].
 E80/E130
 EMC
 E143 :  29 GeV
10-1 110-3 10-2
x
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
 SMC :   Q2 > 1 GeV2    
 Q2 > 0.2 GeV2    

A
1p
           16 GeV
           9 GeV
Figure 4. The virtual photon asymmetry Ap1 as a function of x from SMC, EMC,
SLAC E80, E130 and E143. Error bars are statistical. Figure taken from [24].
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5. Results of the measurements and spin structure of the
nucleon
5.1. Results for asymmetries, spin structure functions and their
moments
Cross section asymmetries A1 and spin dependent structure func-
tions g1 have been measured for the proton and deuteron targets by
the SMC, [21–26] and by the E143, [29, 30].
Information on the neutron has been evaluated from the data on
3He (E142, [27, 28], E154, [32], HERMES, [33]) and from the data
on the proton and deuteron (SMC, [21–23]). All data sets are in a
very good mutual agreement even if A1, extracted from data covering
different Q2 intervals, has been assumed to be Q2 independent.
Results on Ap1 from different experiments are shown in Fig.4. The
average Q2 of SMC and SLAC data is different by a factor of 7 thus
suggesting that within the present accuracy, no Q2 dependence of Ap1
is observed in the data – a conclusion holding also for Ad1, [23] and in
both cases confirmed by direct studies. The SMC measurements at
Q2 < 1 GeV2, shown in Fig.4, were not used in the analysis of gp1 and
evaluation of moments.
E143   4.5o
         7.0 o
Q2  > 1 GeV2
SMC
Q2  > 0.5 GeV2
0
0.4
0.8
10-3 1
x
A
2(x
)
10-2 10-1
Figure 5. Results for the Ap2(x) at Q
2 =5 GeV2. The solid line shows the limit
|A2| <
√
R. Data from E143 are extrapolated to the same Q2 assuming that√
Q2A2 scales. Figure taken from [24].
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Results on Ap2 are shown in Fig.5, [24]; together with the results
for Ad2, [23], they show that this function is significantly smaller than
the bound
√
R and consistent with zero.
Conversion of A1 to g1, which was made under an assumption that
A1 scales, needs information on the structure function F1 or, equiva-
lently, F2 and R and about A2 (cf. eq.(7)). The NMC parametrisation
of F2(x,Q
2) [43] and the SLAC parametrisation of R(x,Q2) [44] have
been used by both SMC and SLAC. However g1 at average Q
2 is nearly
(i.e.apart from radiative corrections) independent of R if the same R
is used in extraction of F2 and g1. In the SMC data analysis A2 was
neglected; SLAC also assumed A2=0, except in the E143 proton anal-
ysis, [29] where the measured A2 was employed.
Results on g1 for proton, deuteron and neutron g1 for the SMC
measurements are shown in Fig.6, [45]. Here gn1 = 2g
d
1/(1−1.5ωD)−gp1
where ωD ∼ 0.05 is the probability of the D-state of the deuteron. A
very precise, though kinematically limited (x >0.015) measurement
of gn1 has been presented by the SLAC E154 Collaboration, [32]. The
behaviour of the gp1 seems to be different from that of g
d
1 and g
n
1 ,
especially at low x. This should be contrasted with the unpolarised
case where a small difference between proton and neutron structure
functions can be explained by nuclear shadowing in the deuteron, [46].
To evaluate first moments of g1, a measured g1(x,Q
2) must be
evolved to a scale Q20, common for all x. Previously g1(x,Q
2
0) was
obtained assuming A1 ≃ g1/F1 to be independent of Q2, which is con-
sistent with the data. However QCD predicts the Q2 dependence of
g1 and F1 to differ considerably at small x where the experimental
acceptance is very limited in Q2. Therefore the data do not constrain
the QCD evolution in the region where large extrapolations in Q2 are
required. Recently calculations of the NLO splitting functions were
completed (in theMS scheme), [47–49] thus making it possible to per-
form the NLO QCD evolution of the g1, [50–52]. The SMC used the
procedure [50] to fit their proton and deuteron data as well as these
of EMC and E143. Preliminary results are shown in Fig.7. Differ-
ences between renormalisation schemes and values of strong coupling
constants may still change the results considerably.
15
01
2
g1 proton SMC
EMC
E143
Yale/SLAC
-0.5
0
0.5
deuteron (SMC preliminary)
-2
-1
0
10
-2
10
-1
1x
neutron
E142
HERMES
Figure 6. Structure functions gp1 , g
d
1 and g
n
1 at the measured Q
2. Error bars are
statistical. The shaded areas show the systematic errors. Figure taken from [45].
5.2. Tests of the sum rules
Table 2 shows the collected results for the first moments Γ1 of g1
for proton, deuteron and neutron, [45], assuming scaling of A1. The
SMC results for deuteron, [23], and HERMES results, [33], are pre-
liminary. Numbers in parentheses are statistical and systematic errors
respectively. The SMC and E143 neutron data result from combining
the proton and deuteron results; extrapolating the neutron results to
x=0 is a source of major systematic uncertainties, especially for the
SLAC data. Results for the SMC proton change by 0.007 if instead of
16
01
2
3
SMC
E143
-0.4
0
0.4
10 -2 10 -1 1x
g 1p
g 1d
Figure 7. Results on gp1 and g
d
1 from SMC and E143 at the measured Q
2. Solid
curves are NLO QCD fits at Q2 of data points, dashed – at Q20 =10 GeV
2 and
dot-dashed at Q20 =1 GeV
2. Figure comes from [24].
the A1 scaling assumption, the NLO QCD fit is used to evolve the data
to a common value of Q2. Predicted values of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rules
were calculated using the QCD corrections up to the order α3s, three
quark flavours, αs(M
2
Z) = 0.117 ±0.005, |gA/gV |=1.2573 ± 0.0028 and
F/D=0.575 ± 0.016. All data consistently violate that sum rules.
Status of the Bjorken sum rule tests is shown in Fig.8. Data from
all experiments were evolved to Q2 → ∞ for comparison, using cor-
rections to the order of α3s and constants given above. All the data
confirm the sum rule, predicted to give 0.2096±0.0004 at Q2 →∞.
Recently a technique of Pade´ approximants has been suggested
for calculating higher order corrections for the flavour nonsinglet sum
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Table 2. results of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule measurements. See text for details.
Theoretical predictions are given in the bottom section of the table.
Experiment < Q2 > Proton Deuteron Neutron
GeV2
SMC 10 0.137 (14) (10) 0.038 (7) (5) -0.055 (24)
E143 3 0.127 (4) (10) 0.042 (3) (4) -0.037 (8) (11)
E142 2 -0.031 (6) (9)
HERMES 3 -0.032 (13) (17)
Ellis-Jaffe 10 0.170 (5) 0.071 (4) -0.016 (5)
sum rule 3 0.164 (6) 0.070 (4) -0.013 (5)
2 -0.011 (5)
rules, [55]. As a result, the Bjorken sum depends very strongly on
αs at small Q
2 permitting actually to extract the values of the strong
coupling constant: αs(M
2
Z) = 0.117
+0.004
−0.007± 0.002, [55], where the first
two errors are statistical and the last one is theoretical.
5.3. Spin structure of the proton
The nucleon spin, Sz =
1
2
, can be decomposed as follows
Sz =
1
2
∆Σ+∆g + Lz (16)
where Lz is angular momentum due to the partons. Results for Γ1
shown in Table 2, evolved to Q2 → ∞ using corrections up to α3s to-
gether with constants given in the previous section give the following
estimate of the flavour singlet axial coupling, ∆Σ and the polarisation
of the strange sea quarks, ∆s. Result is: ∆Σ ≃ 0.28 ± 0.07 and ∆s ≃
-0.11± 0.03 confirming the original EMC conclusion that quark spin
contributes little to the proton spin and that the strange sea is indeed
polarised opposite to the nucleon spin. The flavor SU(3) breaking
(SU(3) was assumed to be exact in the derivation of the above num-
bers) can decrease ∆s but leaves ∆Σ unchanged. Choosing a factor-
ization scheme in which the quarks polarisation is scale independent,
a Q2 dependent gluonic contribution appears in the Ellis-Jaffe sum
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0.15 0.2 0.25
SMC 0.191 (36) 10 GeV2
SMC (evol) 0.180 (34) 10 GeV2
E143 (g1/F1, Ref 30) 0.163 (19) 3 GeV2
E143 (A1, Ref 53) 0.156 (19) 3 GeV2
E142/E143 (Ref 29) 0.149 (14) 3 GeV2
E142/E143 (Ref 28) 0.160 (15) 3 GeV2
E142/E143/SMC 0.181 (16) 3 GeV2
0.2096
Figure 8. Results on the Bjorken sum. Data are evolved to Q2 →∞ for compari-
son. The SMC data are preliminary. E143 result assuming that A1 scales instead
of g1/F1 was taken from [53]. Figure comes from [54].
rule as a result of the anomalous dimension of the singlet axial vector
current [19]. Then the Ellis-Jaffe assumption of ∆s=0 implies that at
Q2=10 GeV2, ∆g ∼ 3 is needed to restore the sum rule. This result
is compatible with conclusions from certain QCD analyses, [50].
5.4. Semi–inclusive results
Finally we note the measurements of the semi–inclusive spin asym-
metries for positively and negatively charged hadrons in the polarised
muon–proton and muon–deuteron scattering in the SMC [45,56]. Analy-
sing the charged hadrons is the only way of separating quark flavours
in the neutral current deep inelastic scattering.
The x dependence of the spin distributions for the up and down
valence quarks and for the non-strange sea quarks has been deter-
mined. The up valence quarks have positive polarisation at all x,
while down valence ones are polarised negatively with respect to the
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proton spin. The moments of the quark spin distributions were ob-
tained to be: ∆uv=0.85±0.0.14±0.12, ∆dv = −0.58±0.16±0.11 and
∆q¯=0.02±0.06±0.03. Here ∆q¯ = ∆u¯ = ∆d¯.
Precise semi–inclusive results are soon expected to come from the
HERMES experiment at HERA, cf [33].
6. Summary and prospects for the future
Understanding of the polarised structure functions has improved
dramatically in the recent years, thanks to the EMC, SMC and SLAC
measuremets. Several questions however remained unanswered. Among
them is the low x behaviour of g1 (somewhat analogous to the un-
polarized case), its Q2 evolution, the gluon polarisation and flavour
decomposition of polarised parton distribution. The HERMES exper-
iment will especially address the last question from a presently unique
reconstruction of the hadronic final state. To answer the remaining
questions a new generation of experiments, e.g. at the HERA collider,
is needed. Prospects of spin physics at HERA were discussed at a
workshop at DESY–Zeuthen in August 1995, [57]. A polarised deep
inelastic programme at HERA could allow measurements over an ex-
tended kinematic range, including low x and high Q2. Polarisation of
the proton beam is technically much more complicated than polarisa-
tion of the electron beam, as the proton beam does not polarise natu-
rally. Construction of the polarised proton beams of energy up to 250
GeV in the RHIC collider rings has already been approved, a help-
ful step for HERA. Unfortunately interpretation of hadron–hadron
results from the quark point of view is certainly more complicated.
Dedicated measurements of ∆g(x,Q2) are however crucial. A pre-
cise result can be supplied by the COMPASS project at CERN where
‘open charm’ production will tag the photon–gluon fusion. Another
possibility would be to tag it through measurements of three jets at
the HERA collider, cf. [45]. Naturally for the fixed-target data, the
non-perturbative effects interfere with the low x dynamics. So there
is little doubt that the spin physics will continue to be a field of par-
ticular interest.
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